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Prologue
Following a successful trip as tour support for Out There Outback to Central SA
in May 2010 with Liz Cuming and a group of artists I was off on another trek to
the interior of Western Australia.
This journey was a two month trip of 16,000KM that had its embryo seeded over
a glass of red with a mate in Perth in 2007. There had been a torrent of water
under the bridge since then and unfortunately he was not able to join us for this
epic expedition.
On this trip I travelled different legs of the journey with a number of different
groups of people. Firstly the Anne Beadell Highway with a mob from ExplorOz,
then the ExplorOz gathering at Wiluna, up the Canning Stock Route with a group
from the Overlander Forum, into the Pilbara with Out There Outback and then
finally back to Sydney on my own via the Great Central Road.
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The Journey
Thur 17th June – Sydney to Nyngan
T'was a cold, wet and windy day as I left Sydney mid morning. My traveling
companion from ExplorOz had been in contact with me and advised that he
required extra time for work to be done on his vehicle, so I would be on my own
till Coober Pedy. The plan was to meet up with additional ExplorOz travelers
there for the Anne Beadell Highway leg of the trip and then head to Wiluna in WA
for the ExplorOz gathering.
It was late morning as I crossed the Blue Mountains traveling through Katoomba
and then onto Bathurst. Due to the wet weather I decided to head further north to
Nyngan to clear the rain.
This plan worked and although
there were heavy falls on the
way and evidence of rain, in the
form of surface water, around
Nyngan the sky had partly
cleared of heavy clouds.
The Riverside Caravan Park is
my regular stopover when
heading this way and has been
improved since I was last there.
In addition to more cabins the
owners have built a large shed which replicates an outback pub.
Following a camp dinner I prepared it was time to head for the shed where I
enjoyed some country and western music from fellow strumming a few songs on
his guitar accompanied by some backing percussion on a synthesizer.
Fri 18th June – Nyngan to Broken Hill
Leaving Nyngan I stopped at
Mannahill for morning tea,
where I had a look at the old
railway station. This old building
has been well maintained and
although the rail line is still used
trains don't stop there any
more. At Wilcania I stopped for
lunch and joined some fellow
travelers at a picnic spot
overlooking the Darling River.
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I've often stopped at this spot for lunch when traveling through and never had
any trouble with the locals. The Darling River was flowing, although very slowly,
which was much better than previous times I had stopped and the river bed was
bone dry.
I pulled into the Broken Hill Caravan Park mid afternoon and set up camp and the
afternoon was spent chatting to some fellow travelers. They had been at White
Cliffs for a few weeks fossicking for opals and had found a bit of colour making
their visit worth while. They noodled about 20 stones in all with one of around a
carat.
Sat 19th June – Broken Hill to Port Augusta
The next day I traveled
from Broken Hill to Port
Augusta passing through
Oodla Wirra,
Peterborough, Ororoo,
Wilmington.
I had used all my fruit
and vegetables prior to
passing through Oodla
Wirra where there is a
quarantine station
however it was not manned on this day. I have learned from previous trips across
the South Australian border it does not pay to carry any fruit and vegetables into
the state as the quarantine people are pretty tough and generally look through
the vehicle and particularly the fridge or esky if you have one.
I arrived in Port Augusta at lunch time and enjoyed fish and chips from the local
fish & chip shop. I particularly like the fresh local seafood that is available from
this providore. As my larder of fresh produce was bare I headed for the
Woolworths supermarket to replenish my supplies and then booked into the
Aspen Parks Caravan Park and set up camp.
Raising Howard, from the ExplorOz forum, on the phone I discovered he was at
Jamestown still some distance from Port Augusta so had booked into a cabin at
the Shorline Caravan Park as he would arrive fairly late. We agreed to meet the
following morning outside the Aspen Parks Caravan Park for the rest of the
journey to Coober Pedy.
Camp kitchens are great places to meet people and I had a chat to a couple of
elderly Americans who were 'tenting it' from Darwin to Adelaide in a hire car.
They were both retired professors from Oregon and in our discussion it was
interesting to learn from them that farmers in the US have access to cheap
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labour from Mexico which is condoned by the authorities and it gives the farmers
a competitive advantage in the world produce markets.
Sun 20th June – Port Augusta to Coober Pedy
Howard and I met outside the caravan park and we then headed north stopping
at Pimba for some morning tea. He had been in touch with Russ from the
ExplorOz forum who was already at Coober Pedy and arranged for him to book
us into the Oasis Caravan Park.
We stopped for lunch at a rest stop on the side of the north of Glendambo then
headed on to Coober Pedy. Pulling into Coober Pedy mid afternoon and after
introducing ourselves to Russ and Rob another ExplorOz forum member we
topped up with fuel for the trip across the Anne Beadell Highway to Wiluna. I
filled up 3 jerry cans to get me to Ilkirka Roadhouse some 800km due west of
Coober Pedy.
Scrubby and Jeff O also from
the ExplorOz forum and their
crews arrived later in the
afternoon and we had a chat.
Jeff's brand new 200 series
Landcruiser was a site to
behold. He had left the
protective shipping covering on
and his son had air brushed
some interesting caricatures on
both sides of the vehicle.
We adjourned to John's Pizza bar for dinner and a few refreshments prior to
heading back to camp. This restaurant is a very nice place for a good feed at a
reasonable price.
Mon 21st June - Coober Pedy to Woomera Prohibited Boundary
Whilst we were having breakfast in the caravan park there was a bit of drama.
The gas hose on the stove of one of our group blew off and the escaping gas
caught alight causing a small explosion. At the sound of the explosion and with
the sight of the ball of grey smoke rising in the air the rest of us rushed over to
see what had happened. It was all over and only evidence was a small amount of
fire damage. Luckily there had been a fire extinguisher close at hand which had
been used to quickly extinguished the fire, after the gas had been turned off at
the source.
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We originally planned to spend an extra day in Coober Pedy but as our group
were all gathered in town we decided to leave mid morning and find a camp site
out near Tallaringa Well.
Leaving Coober Pedy we followed our digital maps however the map being used
by the leader didn’t show the new diversion around Mabel Creek station. As we
drove past the station the manager hailed us and said “Where do you think you
are going”, we responded “the Anne Beadell Highway”, to which he said "the
road is over your right shoulder". We apologized for the intrusion and returned to
the main road. The diversion is shown on more current maps.
The road had been recently graded to this point however it quickly deteriorated
and the corrugations steadily became worse. They were so bad in some sections
there were diversion tracks off the main road and we took a couple of these to
ease our aching kidneys.
Arriving at the dog fence we
turned south for 3 km along
it to a gate and then 3 km
north to the same point on
the other side of the fence.
Who knows why there was
not a gate at the point where
the road reached the fence.
We continued on and I
stopped to check a rattle
coming from the rear of the
vehicle. It turned out to be a
loose bumper bar and a cable tie sorted out that problem.
Stopping for lunch at Tallaringa Well we decided to push on the Woomera
Prohibited Area Boundary where we found a nice flat area with plenty of fire
wood and we set camp. We cooked dinner on the fire and had a chat before
retiring.
Tue 22nd June - Woomera Prohibited area to Unnamed Conservation Park
Leaving camp at a reasonable hour we headed for Emu and Ground Zero. Enroute I listened to a recording of Len Beadell's account of the preparation of the
site for the British Government and the explosion of the atom bomb. His account
provides an excellent insight into the area and why it was chosen as the test site.
On a regular basis we passed stone crosses on the side of the road built from
rocks and on closer inspection found them to be survey markers with a small
circular metal disk with the coordinates at the centre of the cross.
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On arriving at Emu we found that there are
very little remains at the site with limited to
plenty of melted glass a few bits of twisted
metal. There are concrete obelisks marking the
two test sites, 15th & 27th October 1953.
Pushing on we stopped for lunch at one of the
observation points before moving on to Anne's
Corner. We came across a camper trailer a
little the worst for wear with broken
suspension. We later found out at the Ilkurka
Roadhouse that the trailer was owned by a
young couple with two babies who had
abandoned it 11 days earlier. Passers by had
already started stripping it down.
On this leg, three of the four vehicles had
broken drivers side mirrors while traveling
through the narrow twisting track hitting tree
branches overhanging the road. We leant the
hard way to fold the mirrors in when traveling
this type of country.
We found a good campsite just off the road on the border of the Unnamed
Conservation Park and set up camp for the night.
Wed 23rd June - Unnamed Conservation Park to Wanna Lakes
We broke camp again at a reasonable hour and headed for Volkes Hill Corner
where we signed the visitors book and left an ExplorOz sticker in the box.
Crossing the WA border mid afternoon we found an excellent camp site with a
long drop toilet and tank water at this location but pushed on finding a camp site
near Wanna Lakes. As I had almost run both fuel tanks dry on this leg I topped
up with 20 litres from a jerry to get me to the Ilkirka Roadhouse.
Thursday 24th June - Wanna Lakes to Pitcher Ra
Breaking camp we headed for the Ilkirka Roadhouse where we stopped for fuel
and a shower at the camp ground. Diesel was $2.45 a litre making an expensive
fuel up. The shower was heated with a donkey boiler which we had to fire up. It
took about 15 minutes to get hot water but it was well worthwhile to wash of the
dust from the journey.
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Moving on we stopped off at a
light plane wreck which was on a
track 9km from the main road.
The wreck had been there some
time and all the usable bits
including the engines had been
removed. As the body was
aluminum it had survived well in
this harsh environment.
We came to Neale Junction and
found that a couple traveling the
Connie Sue Highway, which cuts the Anne Beadell Highway, had set camp for
the day and were settled in for night as the weather was dismal. There is a long
drop toilet at this location.
Pushing on we crossed the clay pan bed of the Serpentine Lakes which were dry
and as it was getting late we started looking for a campsite without much luck.
We were held up by
a
camel
that
insisted on staying
on the road until
finally the road was
wide enough for me
to get up beside
him and herd him
off into the scrub.
On dusk we finally
found a suitable
camp site at the
intersection of a
road junction and
hastily set up camp for the night as dark closed in around us.
Friday 25th June – Pitcher Ra to Malcolm Dam
As we broke camp Scrubby and Jeff came along having been on the road since
5am. Both of them had broken a few parts on their vehicles and wanted to get to
a repair shop before the weekend.
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After a quick chat with them they headed off with a dingo in hot pursuit. It was
looking for a handout. We packed up camp and were not far behind them.
Stopping off at the old Yeo
homestead we found it had been
refurbished with basic amenities
and would make an excellent
campsite. On site there is a
functioning well with a hand pump
which provides good water for
washing and showers.

Pushing on to the old
Yamarna homestead
which is just a ruin we
passed a gold mine in
full production. The
road
improved
dramatically at this
point,
as it is
maintained
by
the
mine, so we made
good time.
Arriving in Laverton we found Scrubby and Co looking around for spare parts for
their vehicles and they were successful at the wreckers . Russ was also in luck
with a replacement mirror however the rest of us were out of luck with
replacement mirrors. We had some lunch and pushed on to Malcolm Dam where
we set camp. This camp site is 3km off the main road and about 10km east of
Leonora.
We set up camp down below the dam wall as there was a brisk and cold wind
blowing and the dam wall made a good wind break. Firewood was scarce
however we managed to find enough for a roaring fire to keep the chill at bay.
The Patrol with us had a problem with the fuel tank transfer pump and which we
tried to find a solution without any luck. Russ traveled into Leonora to look for a
new UHF aerial as he had broken his somewhere on the track.
Sat 26th June – Malcolm Dam to Gunbarrel Lager
We were away late and arrived in Leonora mid morning where we fueled up and
topped up our food supplies. I managed to buy a shaving mirror to replace my
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broken side mirror. I topped up all my jerry cans as this was the cheapest fuel we
would see for some time.
As the pub did not open till midday we pushed on stopping at Leinster for lunch.
Leinster is a mining town which had good facilities and a well stocked
supermarket, much better than Laverton. We obtained supplies of refreshments
from the hotel.
Pushing
on
and
making excellent time
on the blacktop we
arrived in Wiluna mid
afternoon traveling on
to
the
Gunbarrel
Lager just out of town
where we booked in.
Mal the owner of the
property
welcomed
us and showed us
around the property.
Sun 27th June – Gunbarrel Lager
The day was spent relaxing in camp after the grueling trip across the Anne
Beadell Highway. The facilities are basic but comfortable and a sight better than
the caravan park in town next to the pub. In addition to the camp ground there
are dongas on site and an excellent camp kitchen and TV room.
I strolled around the property
noting evidence of past attempts at
market gardening, raising chickens
and grape growing. A lack of water
seemed to have put paid to these
efforts.
I also took the opportunity of doing
a few chores such as the washing
etc.
and the evening was spent around
a camp fire chatting to new found
friends who were already on site.
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Mon 28th June – Gunbarrel Lager
Around mid morning we headed into town to stock up on food and have look
around. We enjoyed lunch at the café however found the coffee machine was out
of order so it was instant coffee rather than an espresso.
Late afternoon back
at camp there was
a briefing by David
and Michelle the
organisers and
owners of the
ExplorOz forum
during which the
programe for the
gathering was
outlined. There was
an excellent assortment of activities from games to talks on bush survival and the
Royal Flying Doctor Service.
One of the members had found a Thorny Devil on the road near camp and we
marveled at the brilliant colours that this lizard displayed. The lizard was released
back in the area it was found.
During the evening we all enjoyed a communal campfire in the common area
adjacent to the camp kitchen.
Tue 29th June – Gunbarrel Lager
After
breakfast we
headed back into town
to collect a goody bag,
put
together
by
ExplorOz, from the
Community Center. In
addition
to
some
informative literature on
the area there was a
replica number pate with a photo of Canning pushing off from Wiluna with string
of camels on one of his trips. This being the 100th anniversary of the sinking of
the last well by Canning on the stock route this number plate should become a
collectors item in future years. Mine has pride of place on the cargo barrier inside
my vehicle.
Whilst at the Community Centre we looked around the Aboriginal Art Centre
which had a good selection of art for sale.
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Mid morning we traveled to Well 1 where Bob Cooper, a well known Western
Australian bushman, gave us a talk on outback survival.
He also gave us a taste of some
bush food and demonstrated some
aboriginal tools. I'm not sure I could
survive on Yams, Sandlewood and
Quandong Nuts. We were very
impressed when he started a fire
using aboriginal fire sticks.
Following Bob's talk we adjourned
to North Pool for lunch and I
dropped a couple of Yabby traps
into the pool. This pool is very
picturesque with large river gums overhanging the water and well worth a visit
either as a day trip or as a camp site.
After lunch on pulling up the Yabby traps I was rewarded with about a dozen
yabby's of which 8 were keepers.
I cooked them up for dinner and
added them to a chilli noodle
soup. Yumo.
The evening was spent talking to
other groups of people around
their various camp fires. We had
an interesting discussion around
the communal camp fire with two
anthropologists who were in the
area examining aboriginal sites
prior to mining of those sites.
Wed 30th June – Gunbarrel Lager
Mid morning our group headed into town for another look around which didn’t
take long. We bought a few extra groceries and then headed to North Pool again
for lunch. I set the yabby traps again and was rewarded with a few more yabby's
and with some more provided by Scrubby back at camp had them with chili
noodle soup again for dinner. Whilst the others in our group headed to a lake on
the south side of town I caught up on emails etc. Their visit to the lake proved
fruitless as it was dry and there was no bird life around.
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As this year was the 100th
anniversary of Canning
sinking his last well on the
stock route the community
put on a function at the
community centre and a
BBQ dinner was laid on for
everyone. Great hospitality
from this remote community.
After dinner word went
around the local
constabulary were checking
for dirty number plates. On checking mine and with a police car parked next to
me I found both lights for the number plate not working. I jury rigged up a head
lamp to do the job.
The next day I found one had blown and the other was OK and just a bad
connection. I had no chance of getting a replacement globe in Wiluna.
Thur 1st July – Gunbarrel Lager
I spent the day lazing around camp whilst the group I had traveled the Anne
Beadell Highway headed off on their Canning Stock Route (CSR) trip. I bid them
farewell and a safe journey.
Late afternoon David and Michelle gave the gathering an overview of ExplorOz,
it’s origins and where it was headed. We spent the evening around the camp fire
where raffles were drawn with everyone winning a prize and the event was
formally closed.
Fri 2nd July – Gunbarrel Lager
Most of the participants headed
off in their various directions
and I again spent the day in
camp preparing for my trip up
the CSR. I also had another
stroll around the property to
pass the time.
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Sat 3rd July – Gunbarrel Lager
Saturday morning I headed back into town to obtain supplies of refreshments for
the CSR. I obtained a permit from the local police station and I was told it was
only granted because I was staying out of town. Wine cannot be purchased for
consumption in town.
I also took the opportunity to top up the fuel in the vehicle for the long journey
north. Whilst in town I found the first of our Canning crew, the Garlands, prowling
around.
We headed back to camp and after they set up camp I spent the afternoon with
them catching up on their travels in WA over the previous few months.
Sun – 4th July – Gunbarrel Lager
Another day without a lot of
activity until Doc from the
Overlander forum arrived, with
his dogs, early afternoon after
having driven from Perth to
meet us. Doc and myself had
discussed the CSR trip back in
2007 when I visited him in Perth
and unfortunately with a torrent
of water passing under the
bridge he was not able to make
the trip.
Late afternoon some more of the
CSR crew arrived, Hoggy and Joff
together with Oli who was not doing
the CSR but had dropped in to say
hello. They had traveled from
Kalgoolie after a stay of a couple of
days.
Just on dusk another of the crew
walked in. Tim had lost all the wheel
nuts off one of his wheels on the turn
into the Gunbarrel Lager and with
the last nut in the process of
wobbling off the stud decided to
seek us out on foot. After some help from Hoggy and Joff and taking a wheel nut
off each of the other wheels he was able to limp into camp in his vehicle. He had
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driven from Newman so was lucky to have arrived in one piece. He told us he
had the wheels of his vehicle rotated on a recent service and it was suspected
the nuts had not been tightened properly.
We all had dinner around the camp fire with a few well chosen words said by
Hoggy in memory of Oneputt who had recently passed away. He was a well
respected and loved member of the Overlander forum. A wishing lantern was lit
and let fly in his memory as we charged our glasses and drank a toast to him.
Mon 5th July – Gunbarrel Lager to North Pool
Whilst the Perth lads headed home, the rest of us left the Gunbarrel Lager and
headed into town for a last stock and fuel up before the CSR. Joff towing a trailer
would stay on an extra night at the Gunbarrel Lager and travel the next day to
meet us. Trailers are not allowed on the section of the CSR proper from Well's 1 5 as it uses station tracks. You are able to pay a track maintenance fee to
another property to access the CSR at Well 5.
The first leg was only a short run
out to North Pool just past Well 1.
This was to ensure we had not left
anything behind before traveling
too far from civilisation.
I set the yabby traps again and was
rewarded with a good haul for
dinner. They were added to some
pasta. The afternoon was spent
relaxing around the camp fire.
Tue 6th July – North Pool to Well 5
We were away at a reasonable hour
and headed for Well 2 and 3 where
we stopped for morning tea. We
continued on with the road
conditions starting to deteriorate.
At Well 4 there was a pair of Black
Breasted Buzzards nesting in the
tree on which Canning had blazed
C40. The original blaze had become
hard to read and a metal plaque
added. The well had been restored.
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We pushed on entering station
property and stopping for a look
at Windlich Spring. This would
make a lovely camp however
we were committed to meeting
Joff at Well 5.
Finally after a few tries we were
able to raise him on the HF
radio and then the UHF radio as
we came within range and met
him at Well 5. As it was late we
decided to set camp rather than
push onto the better site at Well 6. Well 5 had also been restored and has good
water. We cooked dinner over a camp fire and enjoyed a few refreshments
before retiring.
Wed 7th July – Well 5 to Well 12
We broke camp at a reasonable
hour and pushed on past a lovely
stand of grass trees heading for
Well 6, Pier Spring. We enjoyed
morning tea as this great camp
site which has excellent water
and a long drop toilet. It is set
amongst shady gum trees but is
popular and does get crowded so
if you are camping it pays to get
there early.
Pushing on to Well 7 and 8 we
found they had both collapsed. Well 9 was near some cattle yards and had water
but of unknown quality. Well 10 had collapsed as had Well 11.
We were also into the first of the sand hills which were quite small and easy to
traverse. Skirting a dry salt lake we made camp at Well 12. There was another
party at this location and the well had good water although there was not much
fire wood in the vicinity and we had to travel a kilometer to get a supply.
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Thu 8th July - Well 12 to Well 15
On completing a vehicle inspection and checking the engine bay I found a
broken battery clamp. Luckily Joff had a spare and I replaced the old one.
We broke camp and headed to Well 13 which had also collapsed, passing a
burnt out Landrover on the way.
Driving up to a lookout it gave a
scenic view of the surrounding
countryside and we traveled on
to Well 14 passing an
overturned and stripped trailer
on the way.
We set camp at Well 15 which
had good water and a shower
was set up utilising Hoggy's
under bonnet heat exchange
and we all had a good scrub.
Nothing like washing the dust off after a few days on the track.
The wind picked up and during the night there were a couple of heavy showers of
rain.
Fri 9th July - Well 15 to Durba Spring
Breaking camp in drizzling
rain we headed for Well 16
across some larger sand
dunes and some rough
terrain without any drama.
We stopped at Biella
Spring which has a lovely
waterhole
and
some
aboriginal art in the
vicinity.
There was no Well 17 but
a soak where cattle were
herded for a drink in days
gone by. After some confusion we found the right track into Durba Spring and
were greeted by a magnificent cleared and grassed area between the two walls
of the gorge which had camp fire places and a long drop toilet. Another party
had already set up camp and this location can also get crowded however there is
quite a large area available for camping. One of our group disturbed a python
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sunning itself near the long drop
toilet however it had disappeared
by the time the rest of us returned
to see it. We enjoyed an evening
around the fire and called a lay day
for the next day.
Sat 10th July – Durba Spring
There is a lovely waterhole at this
location with water which is OK for
washing but probably not safe
to drink. Mid morning I took a
stroll up to the end of the gorge
which is around a kilometer in
length before it ends at a
tumble of rocks. The walls were
not high at about 10 metres and
mostly a rich red colour
indicating the high level of iron
in the rock. About 500 metres
into the gorge there is a
picturesque waterhole although
had no running water at the
time.
Circumnavigating the camping area I came across a small amount of aboriginal
art visible in a cave near the main camping area. The afternoon was spent
relaxing in camp.
Sun 11th July - Durba Spring - Lake Disappointment
Breaking camp we passed by Diebel Hills marked by a
bright red jerry can with diesel written on it. Soon after
we passed an upturned trailer before stopping off to
top up water at Well 18. Unfortunately there was a
dead snake in the well which we were unable to
remove but left a note for the next passers by.
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We
dropped
in
at
Onegunyah
Rockhole
which was dry however
there was some aboriginal
rock art in the vicinity.
Traveling on we passed a
burnt out Pajero and the
remains of another trailer
before crossing Savory
Creek which although not
running had a fair bit of
water pooled in it. This
creek is the main feed to
Lake
Disappointment
which was damp and there was a pair of wheel tracks crossing from one side to
other although we didn't follow.
We passed a herd of around 10 camels the largest group we had seen so far on
the trip. They made a hasty retreat when they spotted us.
Passing a burnt out Prado on this leg we found a bush camp adjacent but inland
from Lake Disappointment.
Mon 12th July - Lake Disappointment to Georgia Bore

On breaking camp we found the track split into two and whilst two of our group
took the track past wells 21 and 22 we took the alternate route hoping to avoid
the incessant corrugations. Unfortunately both tracks were about the same with
very slow progress.
We arrived at Geogia Bore mid
afternoon and found very good water
and took the opportunity of setting up
a communal shower for everyone.
This is another popular camp site with
arguably the best bore water on the
CSR. It also has a long drop toilet.

Tue 13th July – Georgia Bore to Well 27
Leaving camp we passed the Capricorn Roadhouse fuel dump and a couple of
our number went for a look.
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We passed some more camels with a large bull in an amorous mood in hot
pursuit of a young female who wanting nothing to do with it.
On the track ahead I
noticed the outline of a
lizard in the middle of the
track and after passing
over the top of it stopped
the vehicle and got out to
investigate.
I
was
rewarded with the sight of
a beautiful specimen of a
thorny devil. The others
also stopped for a look
and we all took photos
before releasing it into the
bushes on the side of the
road.
The road climbed a rocky outcrop which afforded a grand view of the surrounding
countryside. We passed a small gorge which looked like it had water from time to
time but being on the top of a hill it was hard to imagine where the water would
come from.
We continued on to Well 27 where we set camp. There are some aboriginal
artifacts in the area mainly consisting of grinding stones and we left them for the
next visitors.
Tim utilised his excellent cooking skills and a some ready made pancake mix and
treated is to a tasty desert prior to us retiring for the night.
Wed 14th July – Well 27 to Well. 30
Heading off we stopped at
Thring Rock with a few of our
group climbing to the top for a
look. A lonely camel was
wandering around the area
and was very wary of our
approach.
The sand hills in this area
were some of the largest we
had traversed however none
of us had any real trouble
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getting over them. Joff used low range and his lockers to tow the trailer over
these to prevent digging up the track.
We set camp mid afternoon at Well 30 finding
a dingo in residence on our arrival however
he made himself scarce when we set up
camp. We collected fire wood in the area and
employed a hollow Y shaped log as a
chimney for our camp fire admiring the
brilliant orange flames that shot out from it.
Thu 15th July – Well 30 to Well 33
We had been told by passers by on the track
that the track for many kilometers before the
Kunawarritji community was badly corrugated
and this proved to be the case. There were a
number of bypass tracks to put us out of our
misery and then of course there were the
bypases on the bypasses.
Arriving in the community around lunch time
we fuelled up at $3.20/L noting higher prices of $4.00/L had been crossed out.
We were also pleasantly surprised at the range of groceries that were available
from the general store and we replenished our supplies. Although there was no
mobile phone reception there was a pay phone and most of took the opportunity
to phone home.
After some of our
group took the chance
to have a hot shower
with payment being the
donation of a gold coin
we moved on and set
camp at Well 33. The
tank at this well is fed
by a windmill and the
water is excellent. The
rest of had a shower
and some of us
completed a load of
washing.
This was the last night Tim was with us as he was heading back to Newman and
back to work so we had a few refreshments to toast his farewell.
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Fri 16th July - Well 33 to Well 37
Just prior to us leaving Well 33 the ambulance from the community passed us on
the way to the airstrip. It wasn't in a hurry so we assumed the doctor had paid the
community a visit and not long after a plane took off.
We headed off to look at the
airstrip and lined up for a
group photo wearing our
funny hats. Continuing on
our journey we passed a few
more wells and stopped off
to look at them.
Driving through the desert
oak forest we noticed some
of the smaller trees had a
crown that looked like the
bearskin hat of a Grenadier
Guard. We stopped just
short of Well 37 in a grove of
desert oaks in the lee of a
sand dune and set camp.
Sat 17th July – Well 37 to Well 41
Leaving early we stopped at Well 37 for a
gander finding it run down. Whilst at this well a
group of 6 bikes and two support vehicles caught
up with us and we had a chat.
There are a couple of graves at this location
where pioneers had been killed by natives, a
reminder of those days when life was much more
harsh than it is today.
We stopped at a cave and viewed some
aboriginal rock art and whilst there the bikes
caught us again and a couple of riders gave us a
demonstration of their riding skills.
Crossing Tobin Lake we were happy that it had
dried out from rain earlier the week before and it
was obvious from the deep wheel ruts that life had been very miserable for
travelers heading south.
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A friendly dingo posed for shots
on the track and it was obvious
he was looking for a handout
following our vehicles up the
track for a fair way before giving
up.
We stopped off to look at
Tobin's grave before continuing
on and we set camp near Well
41.

Sun 18th July – Well 41 to Gravity Lakes
Heading off we stopped for morning tea at a campsite just after the turnoff to
Helena spring. Andrew on closing his rear door found that a join in the tyre carrier
had broken so a welding job was in order. Luckily Joff had bought along his arc
welder and Andrew carried out a handy job using a coke box with a bit of dark
Perspex taped into place as a visor.

Traveling on to Well 42 we found a flock of
Zebra Finches in residence whilst a number of
hornets hovered around the water surface in
the well alighting on the surface from time to
time for a drink. An old fuel tank had been
utilised at this sight for a visitors notice board
with a few entries had already been posted.
Stopping at Well 43, which was in poor shape,
we moved onto Well 44 and then running out
of light came upon Gravity Lakes which had a
small amount of water from the recent rain.
This area had a magnificent vista with a small
hill in the distance that caught the sun as it
set.
Bets were laid on how long it would take Joff's
son, Connor, to run around the lake and other
bets were laid as to how far it was around the
lake. The run never took place but the
distance around the lake was measured at 2.7km.
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During the night a cold change came through and as we were on the windward
side of the lake bore the brunt of the strong wind. We had to douse the camp fire
during the night for fear of starting a grass fire.
Mon 19th July – Gravity Lakes to Breadan Pool
We awoke to a very strong wind and as Heather was tidying up in the tent a gust
caught it and upended the tent with Heather still inside. She was thrown to the
ground with much of
the contents of the
tent landing on top of
her. Managing to
subdue the bucking
tent we found that
luckily she was more
shaken than hurt.
Continuing on past a
sea
of
termite
mounds we continued
on past Well 45 and
onto Well 46 which
had good water and a
grassy camping area. A communal shower was set up at this location with
Andrew’s under bonnet shower being put to good use again by everyone. There
was a python in residence in the well and apparently had been there some years.
Back on the track we took
the opportunity of driving
up to a lookout on an
unnamed hill to survey the
countryside. A grand vista
was spread out before us
and
we
took
the
opportunity for another
group photo.
Traveling on we decided to
set camp at Breaden Pool
in the Breaden Hills. This
was a magnificent location
nestled in between two low ranges and a beautiful pool at the end of a small
gorge. The late sun on the hills has to be seen as words cannot describe their
beauty. Another couple heading south joined us at the campsite and we invited
them to our campfire.
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Tue 20th July – Breaden Pool to Bililuna
Prior to leaving the area we
took the short climb and
walk to Godfrey’s Tank
which is a string of pools
leading to a waterfall which
tumbles into a gorge.
Although the pools held
water the waterfall was not
flowing.
We traveled on and at Well
50 took the short drive to
another gorge. We had been
told there was aboriginal rock art in the area and although we walked up the
gorge could not locate the art.
On the track we came across a remote member of the Overlander forum
however he couldn't tell us his name as he was too stuffed.
At Well 51 which is the last one on the CSR we stopped for posterity and a photo
as it with both the Blue and Grey ammo tins traveling on the same trip. For those
not aware of the journey of the epic journey these two tins have been on perhaps
a little history.
Back in 2004 one of the
Overlander forum members
had the bright idea of
obtaining two ammo tins for
a trip around Australia in
members vehicles. One was
painted grey and the other
blue. The grey one would
travel anticlockwise and the
blue one clockwise around
the country. The tins were to
be filled with memorabilia of
their trips.
Since they started they have traveled who knows how many kilometers and
sometimes laying dormant for a while but still travel from time to time. This trip
was possibly the first time both tins have been together since they started their
epic journey.
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Moving on and running
out of light we traveled
over ground which had
recently seen rain and
was still moist. The road
had just been graded
due to the substantial
amount of rain that had
fallen and their were
bypasses around many
sections of road that
were still flooded. The
graded road was bliss
compared to what we
had endured over the
previous 2 weeks.
On dusk we set camp at Stretch Lagoon which is the camping area south of the
Bililuna community on Bililuna Station. We found a lovely camp sight right on the
edge of the lagoon which was full following the recent rain. There were many
birds at the locality and a yard full of cattle ready for loading onto trucks the
following morning.
Wed 21st July – Bililuna to Wolfe Creek
Away fairly early we
headed for the
Bililuna Community
to top up on fuel for
those who needed it
and obtain a few
fresh food supplies.
This community
was very tidy with a
fellow picking up
rubbish and gives
an indication that it is well managed with the locals taking pride in their town.
It was only a short journey up the Tanami Road to Wolfe Creek and we arrived
mid morning and set up camp. Two of our group heading from here to Alice
Springs opted to set up camp and then continue on to Halls Creek to fill fuel
tanks and obtain more supplies for the journey down the Tanami Road.
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Those of us remaining in camp had a bight to eat and relaxed until the sun lost
it’s bite and then took a walk to the crater where we climbed the rim. The crater is
a site not to be missed if you are in the area.

Whilst Heather went back to camp Peter and myself clambered down the steep
and slippery track into the crater and walked out to the centre. This walk is well
worth the effort although the climb out is a bit tough on the old knees.
The others arrived back at camp after dark with some fire wood and we started
the camp fire. Alcohol in Halls Creek is scarce with only light beer available at
$50 a carton so refreshments were limited for a proper farewell to our traveling
companions.
Thu 22nd July – Wolfe Creek to Halls Creek
Early morning we bid the others
farewell, they headed south east and we
headed north west to Halls Creek. On
arriving at Halls Creek we decided to
treat ourselves to some luxurious
accommodation after so long on the
dusty road.
We secured deluxe rooms at the Fitzroy
Hotel and after doing our domestic
chores had a bite to eat for lunch before relaxing and having dinner in the hotel.
This was my last night with Peter and Heather before heading west to the coast
and then south to meet a group of artists at Karratha.
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Fri 23rd July – Halls Creek to Fitzroy Crossing
We bid each other farewell and while
Peter and Heather had elected to stay
another night prior to heading north I
pushed on to Fitzroy Crossing. It was
bitumen all the way and I arrived early
afternoon where I set up camp at the
Fitzroy Lodge.
Driving around the area for a tour I
passed the Crossing Hotel and elected
not to stop for a drink as it was pretty
rowdy with locals going full bore. Traveling into town I visited the information
centre.
Heading back to camp I took a stroll over to the Fitzroy River and unlike my
previous visit was unable to find a track down to the water. There was more
water running and the banks had all been undercut destroying the tracks.
Headed for the lodge for some refreshments I chatted to the locals and found
they were quite happy to talk about their culture but as the evening wore on
became rather boisterous. I enjoyed a barra burger for dinner prior to retiring.
Sat 24th July – Fitzroy Crossing to Windjana Gorge
Away very early I headed for
Tunnel
Creek
reducing
tyre
pressures as I left the bitumen and
traveled onto dirt. This area is alive
with boab trees pressing their
stubby branch structure against the
skyline looking much like the root
system of an upside down tree.
Arriving at Tunnel Creek for
morning tea I had a cuppa prior to
putting on sandals and taking a
head torch for the dark and wet walk through the tunnel. The tunnel has been
created by a creek dissolving the limestone in the Devonian Reef and is about
700m in length with a roof cave in, half way along, exposing the sky.
Leaving Tunnel Creek I headed to Windjana Gorge arriving at lunch time and
securing a good camp site. It pays to arrive early at this very popular location as
the camp ground fills rapidly during the day. It has flushing toilets and solar
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showers so is very popular. There is a separate area for tourist buses and people
with generators.
I had a bite to eat for lunch and a rest waiting for the heat of the day to dissipate
a bit as it was very hot.
Heading for the gorge I passed through
the narrow entrance into the broad
expanse of the gorge itself. There were
a couple Brolgas feeding in the shallows
of the pool and I continued on. It wasn't
long before I spotted a fresh water
crocodile sunning itself on the far bank
and

walking on I came across a couple
more on my side of the gorge. These
fresh water reptiles feed on fish and
can be approached quite close without
the danger of being bitten. They will
generally head for the water if you
approach too close and will only have
a go if you tread on them. I continued
on down the gorge passing quite a few
more crocs before passing a bat colony. I called it a day after about 3 km and
returned to camp.
Back at camp I noticed a
couple of kids staring intently
into a some bushes at the
front of a parked 4WD. It
turned out to be an active
bower birds nest and the
owners were not too
impressed at being disturbed.
This was obviously a regular
nest spot as there were old
bowers from previous years in
the same location.
Sun 25th July – Windjana Gorge to Barnhill Station
Leaving at dawn I headed to Derby where I topped up the fuel tanks and as I was
back on bitumen re-inflated the tyres. After a quick tour of Derby to reacquaint
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myself with the town I stopped off at the old prison boab tree on the way out and
then headed for Broome. The only reason to visit Broome was to top up my
refreshment supplies having been depleted on the CSR and only low alcohol
beer available at the towns north. Broome was also chock a block with people
particularly as it was the season for the Staircase to the Moon. This phenomenon
occurs when the full moon is reflected on the shiny rippled sand flats at low tide
creating a staircase effect on the sand.
Heading for Barnhill Station it was late afternoon and I made the mistake of
taking the wrong turn and traveling 10km into the Eco Resort near by. On
retracing my steps and arriving at Barnhill I managed to secure one of the last
spots available. There are some 130 powered sites and a similar number of unpowered sites. Unfortunately the non generator area was full so I had to mix with
the generator mob. Generators are turned off around 9pm so it was not too bad.
The amenities are basic
but adequate and the
caravan park is located
close to the beach. There
are some beautiful rock
shapes
along
the
foreshore and very much
like mini versions of the 12
apostles on the South
Australian coast.
I spent the evening listening to a local band who regularly entertain the crowd
that congregates in the peak tourist season.
Mon 26th,27th July – Barnhill Station.

During the three days I stayed at Barnhill I spent the time walking, swimming
and chatting to my neighbors. One neighbor in particular was interested in my
CSR journey as he planned to travel it the following year.
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There were some
spectacular sunsets
over the coast and
the
fisho’s
that
traveled out to sea in
boats
each
day
usually came home
with
a
haul
of
something although
the shore based guys
weren’t having much
luck.
The boaties were able to drive there vehicles onto the beach to launch their
boats but had to park them right up against the sand dune due to the huge tides
in the area.
Wed 28th July – Barnhill Station to Cape Keraudren
Leaving Barnhill early I made the reasonably short journey to Cape Keraudren
which is a lovely reserve just on the coast near Pardoo Roadhouse where a
ranger is located onsite to collect fees.
The area is magnificent with a point jutting out into the brilliant blue ocean and
dividing two magnificent bays. One bay is an open beach and the other has tidal
flats at low tide reveal some flat rock formations. The whole bay empties out at
low tide.
The rock formation over
the area on the point is
interesting as it has the
consistency of honeycomb
and there is a small
blowhole. A sea of Mulla
Mulla provides a brilliant
foreground
of
purple
against
the
turquoise
backdrop of the sea.

The cape is a fishermen's paradise although the fisho's have to be back on shore
well before the tide goes out as it is around 1km to the boat ramp over the mud
flats at low tide. This location also has the Staircase to the Moon phenomenon
and is also one of the coastal extremities of the Rabbit Proof Fence surveyed by
Canning from 1901 to 1905.
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Camping is very basic with only ancient long drop toilets and no water fresh
available.
Thu 29th July – Cape Keraudren to Karratha
Leaving early again
it was only a short
trip
into
Port
Headland where I
had a quick tour of
the town and a bite
of lunch as I
watched
ships
laden with iron ore
depart for overseas.
This is a busy port
and two ships left while I was there.
Stopping off at the De Grey River which is a popular free camping site I stopped
for a look as about half a dozen caravans departed. It is situated on the banks of
the De Grey river, a reasonably sized river but fairly shallow as are many of the
rivers in this areas.
Another short journey and I arrived in Karratha where I had been lucky to secure
an un-powered tent site for two nights at the Karratha Caravan Park in this busy
and prosperous town. Real estate is expensive with a 3 bedroom house selling
for around $750,000 and renting for $1,500 per week. The cost of living is also
high with many of the people working in the mines living in cabin villages set up
by the mines.
The Karratha Caravan Park was in the industrial area and was all that was
available at the time and was fairly basic but clean. I spent some time chatting to
people working in the mines and found it was a the long weekend with a festival
called FeNaCLG replacing the Queens Birthday. The Fe as in Iron, NaC as in
salt and the LG as in Liquid Gas and this festival made the town extra busy.
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Fri 30th July - Karratha
I had arrived before the rest of the group of artists on the Out There Outback tour
so I could have the car serviced at the Toyota dealer. The service was not the
best with the main jobs I
needed doing not being
able to be done. ie. A
loose fan belt and one of
the parking lights having
fallen out.
I spent Friday afternoon at
the shopping centre and
Saturday morning with a
quick tour of Dampier,
Cossack and Point
Sampson.
Sat 31st July - Karratha
Moving to the Pilbara Caravan Park where I had been booked into a cabin by the
tour leader Liz I found this was much more salubrious accommodation than what
I had been used to while camping on the CSR. Liz arrived with a few of the
others on a late afternoon flight from Perth and they had been in the air from
Sydney about 6 hours so were pretty worn out. There was work to be done in
preparation for the tour group arriving the next day so I packed small hampers
that Liz was providing for the people traveling with us.
We had dinner at the miners mess in the adjoining mining cabin park owned by
Woodside but managed by the people running the caravan park we were in. The
meal was $38 but included as much as you could eat from the well stocked
buffet. You were able to take non hot food away for the next day so it was good
value for money.
Sun 1st August - Karratha
I drove Liz out to the airport to pick up one of the hire 4WD's which she then
drove back to the park to pick up additional drivers for two other hire 4WD's.
They were all late model manual turbo diesel Prado’s, one brand new.
In the afternoon the vehicles were used to pick up the rest of the tour group from
the airport making our total group of 13 people. The organizing team consisted of
Liz as the leader, Suzanne as navigator, Kerry and Myf as drivers and myself as
support. In addition we had Susan and Jenny, Carol and Terry, Peter and
Adrienne and Sandy and Anne as passengers.
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I spent the afternoon helping Liz with stocking up supplies and we also viewed a
driver awareness video for the trip along private road beside the railway line to
Tom Price later in the trip.
Mon 2nd August - Karratha
Monday was arranged to visit the
Burrup Peninsular and Dampier.
We toured around the Burrup
Peninsular and viewed the
Western Shelf Project from the
visitors car park as the visitors
centre was closed for the festival.
Heading for the area where the
main concentration of
petroglyphs were located we
strolled along a gorge and were delighted with
the numerous examples of the ancient etchings
on the rocks. Most were well worn and difficult
to see as to what they represented however
some shapes could be recognised.
We had rollups for lunch made by one of the
domestic goddesses and watched the kite
surfers race across the water doing acrobatics
in the strong wind. Traveling into Dampier we
arrived just as a large tiger shark was being
weighed in for a local fishing competition. This
262kg monster had been landed on a 10kg
line.
That evening back at the caravan park we
organized a welcome BBQ for the tour group at the common BBQ area and were
thrilled that an entertainer in town for the festival decided to play a few songs at
the caravan park to while away the evening.
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Tue 3rd August - Karratha
Heading for
Cossack we
viewed the annual
art festival as well
as taking in some
of the amazing
stonework in the
local buildings.
There is a lookout
on the coast that
provides a
magnificent
outlook over many
kilometers of the coastline.
We then headed out to Point Sampson and enjoyed a seafood lunch at a local
café before lazing around on the beach for a while. Heading to Robourne we
looked over the museum and a couple of aboriginal art galleries where we spoke
to the local artists.
Wed 4th August - Karratha to Tom Price
Leaving the caravan park at a
reasonable hour it didn’t take
us long to find the railway
road. We passed a number of
trains going both ways, full
ones on their way to load the
boats
and
empty ones
returning to the mines.
Stopping off at Millstream and
Chichester NP we called in at
the visitors centre. This is an
old homestead on the old
grazing property with the park
now being administered by indigenous rangers.
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We stopped for lunch on
the lagoon where
hundreds of corellas were
roosting in the trees and
making a real mess. The
water in the lagoon looked
inviting and as the day
was warm a swim was in
order. Before leaving the
park we stopped at a
lookout overlooking the
gorge marveling at the
rivers emerald scar in this
arid landscape .
Arriving at Tom Price we booked into cabins at the caravan park prior to heading
to the shops to top up supplies and also booked a tour of the mine for the
following morning.
We had dinner in the cabins consisting of leftovers from the BBQ from a couple
of days before. It's amazing what can be done with sausages and the curried
sausages were very tasty.
We celebrated Kerry’s birthday with a couple of bottles of bubbly before retiring.
Thu 5th August – Tom Price
Whilst some of the painters
headed off to Hamersley
Gorge to paint the rest of us
headed into town for the
mine tour and boarded the
bus which took us to the
mine site. We waited while
the correct protocol was
followed before we were
cleared to move up the
mining road to the lookout.
You don’t argue with a
240tone mining truck.
Returning to town we had lunch at a great picnic spot at Kings Lake and then
headed off to find the others at Hamersley Gorge. This gorge must be one of the
most photographed in Australia with the colourful rock formation on the wall of
the gorge bent into undulating waves by the enormous subterranean pressures.
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A couple of us explored
the gorge whilst some
painted and others had a
swim in the chilly water.
On the way back to the
caravan park we headed
to the lookout at the top
of Mount Nameless and
Myf had her first
experience at driving a
4WD track.

Fri 6th August – Tom Price to Karrajini NP
Up at a reasonable hour and leaving the caravan park we headed for Karrajini
NP where we were booked into the eco lodge.
Prior to booking in
and as it was early
we drove to Weano
Gorge where about 5
gorges
intersect
creating very rugged
terrain. Some of the
artists
settled
themselves down to
paint and draw while
the
rest
of
us
explored.
Back at the lodge whilst the others settled into the eco tents I elected to use my
own tent in the camping area and set it up.
We all had dinner at the lodge as there were no other options apart from a camp
fire. The food was good but expensive and there were a range of a la carte meals
and a cook your own BBQ.
Sat 7th August – Karrajini NP
We headed for Dales Gorge at the other end of the park, to where we were
staying, stopping off at the visitors centre on the way. The visitors centre has a
great display of mostly indigenous artifacts and national parks exhibits and of
course souvenirs.
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Dales Gorge consists of
Fortisque Falls/Fern Pool up
one end and Circular Pool at
the other about two
kilometers apart with two
different creeks intersecting
and disappearing
somewhere in the middle.
The gorge is accessed by
way of a steep track into the
bed of the gorge and a
couple of us completed the
walk from Fortisque Falls to
Circular Pool having a swim
in both locations. The water at Fortisque Falls was much warmer than the icy
Circular Pool. The walk is spectacular with a huge range of different rock
formations and plant life. Surprisingly there was very little wild life. We took the
steep Circular Pool track out of the gorge and walked along the cliff top back to
the car park where we returned to the eco lodge for dinner.
During the evening I tried some star trail photography with limited success
Sun 8th August - Karajini NP
Different groups elected to go to different
locations and some of us returned to Dales
Gorge as we had missed the Fern Pool the
previous day. We enjoyed another swim at
Fortisque Falls before heading to Joffre Gorge
where we had a look around before moving on to
Knox Gorge. Whilst at Fortisque Falls a few
young fellows were climbing higher and higher
up the cliff face and jumping into the water. We
left before there were tears.
Myf elected to stay on and walk into Knox Gorge
so I lent her hand a held UHF radio and left her
my car to return to camp whilst I took Jenny back
to the lodge. We again had dinner at the
restaurant.
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Mon 9th August – Karrajini NP to Marble Bar
Away at a reasonable hour and with two un-repairable flats in the hire vehicles it
was decided that one of the vehicles would return to Tom Price to replace the
tyres whilst the rest of us would push onto Marble Bar.
We stopped at Munjina East Gorge for
morning tea and a look around and
then headed to the Auski Roadhouse
to await the vehicle that had returned
to Tom Price with the tyres. Right on
2pm they turned up and we moved on
turning off through Woodstock to
Marble Bar where we arrived late
afternoon.
I shot ahead of the group as I had not
arranged accommodation at Marble Bar and managed to secure the last room at
the Travelers Stop motel. The others arrived a short time later and we all booked
in and ordered dinner at the restaurant.
Tues 10th August – Marble Bar
After breakfast we headed off to the lookout to survey the surroundings. It is no
wonder Marble Bar has the record for the longest sustained temperature over
100deg as the town is completely surrounded by mountain ranges creating a
bowl in which the town sits.
Heading for Chainman's Waterhole we
found a small amount of water and quite a
range of birdlife. We then made a beeline
down the road to Marble Bar Pool from
where the town was given it’s name. The
'Bar' is a colourful rock formation in the
Coongan River which was originally
thought to be marble but turned out to be
jasper. When wet the different coloured
bands of jasper are dowsed with water
they shine in the sunlight creating an
amazing effect.
Returning to town we stopped for refreshments at the Iron Clad Hotel. It had only
just reopened after previous management had stripped out all the memorabilia
and scarpered much to the owners dismay.
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We then headed to the Comet Gold Mine for a picnic lunch and looked around
the museum. Tours used to be run through the mine but they were discontinued
a few years ago due to the high cost of insurance.
Whilst at the Comet Mine I ran into a couple who we had recovered on a trip into
the Kimberly two years before. We were on the Munja Track to the coast from
Mount Elizabeth Station and it was late afternoon. The couple they had come
down a steep jump-up towing their camper and had rolled into a deep culvert.
After lunch I headed back to Marble
Bar Pool to take some photos in the
afternoon light before heading back
to the motel.
Terry and Kerry had entries in the
Blake prize and the finalists were
announced. Unfortunately Terry
missed out however we celebrated
Kerry having her painting accepted
into the finals.
Wed 11th August - Marble Bar

Before daybreak I headed back to Marble Bar Pool to take some photos of the
sunrise and the rock in the early morning sun before heading back to the motel
for breakfast..
After breakfast we all headed to
Glenn Herring Gorge for a look
but it was fairly open and
exposed and not suitable for the
painters so we moved on.
Doolena Gap on the other side of
town was our next destination
and we headed there. Whilst the
artists painted I decided to drive
down the Coongan River bed
with Myf as a passenger. With
tyre pressures lowered and after 10km we decided to press on for another 10km
to meet a track that came 6km out of Marble Bar.
The sandy and pebbly river bed was hard on the transmission and just as I was
looking for the exit from the river bed to the track the auto transmission
temperature light came on and I had to stop and let everything cool down. I took
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the opportunity to of a walk to survey a route to the track as there was none
evident from the river bed.
After walking across clearings and spinifex I saw a vehicle that was on the track
and took some bearings to drive out. Unfortunately on driving up the river bank I
staked a tyre and it took an hour to change as we had to dig under the wheel to
remove it in the rough terrain.
We then drove to where the other vehicle was located on the track and the
couple in the vehicle were surprised to see us. After moving on and turning up a
wrong track we finally made our way back to town where I surveyed the damage
to the tyre. Unfortunately a large cut in the sidewall was not repairable. I
contacted Tim in Marble Bar and he kindly offered to arrange to have a new tyre
shipped to Newman so it would be there when I arrived.
Thu 12th August - Marble Bar
On Thursday the group decided to
head for a location out near Doolena
Gap. After surveying the area it was
decided to split the group with some
staying near the gap and the others
including myself heading for Copin
Gorge. Whilst some stopped off enroute, Myf and myself headed for the
gorge and were rewarded with the
sight of a spectacular chasm with
high rocky walls and a waterhole
glistening in the sun.
We walked to the end of the gorge taking numerous photographs. I phoned Liz to
suggest they head to the gorge and join us however they had already set
themselves up to paint.
After lunch Myf took the opportunity to do a pencil drawing whilst I inflated the lilo
and went for a swim in the waterhole. The water was brisk but the sun was warm
on the skin.
Mid afternoon a couple of the others arrived for a look at the gorge however it
was now becoming shadowy and not nearly as spectacular as in the full sun.
We then headed back to the motel and as this was our last night together we had
a few refreshments and discussed the trip with all agreeing it had gone very well,
apart from the flat tyres.
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Fri 13th Aug – Marble Bar to Newman
After a group photo we separated with all bar myself going back to Karratha. I
headed to Newman via Carawine Gorge. This was a 130km detour but well worth
the trip as Carawine it is another awesome gorge with a great camp site on the
edge of the huge waterhole.
Leaving
Carawine
Gorge I headed for
Nullagine on the Skull
Springs road. This is
a very picturesque
drive through arid
country
and
undulating
hills.
Nullagine was very
quiet and I continued
on
to
Newman
arriving late afternoon
and contacted Tim who was working there.
He showed me around Newman in the gathering gloom finishing off at the
lookout overlooking the mine. As it was now dark all the lights were on creating a
spectacular light show. After cleaning up we agreed to head to the Capricorn
Roadhouse for dinner as it was much cheaper than in town.
Sat 14th Aug – Newman to Meekathara
Heading for the tyre shop early I was disappointed to learn that my new tyre had
not arrived and the truck was due at 10am. I waited around and in the meantime
witnessed the aftermath of a fatal motorbike accident. It was said a fellow had
been hooning around town and had run out of road at around 180kph. A sad end.
At 10am the truck had still not shown up so as luck would have it Tim’s brother
had the same brand and size tyre as mine. It was a second spare that hadn't
been used. This tyre was put on my rim and Tim would take the other tyre when
it showed up. I learned later it arrived about a week later.
Heading for Meekathara I passed a
very wide load at about 8.2m and
pulled right off the road. On arriving at
Meekathara I booked into the caravan
park and had a chat to some other
travelers. Most people in this area
seem to be in search of gold with most
not finding very much or not saying
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they have. Although the amenities were acceptable the caravan park did not
have a camp kitchen that I could find.
Sun 15th Aug – Meekathara to Laverton
Leaving Meekathara I headed for
Sandstone on good dirt. This is a
lovely town and very tidy and
quiet on a Sunday.
Arriving in Laverton I spent some
time in the camp kitchen, firstly
cooking dinner and then chatting
to other travelers and a local who
makes a decent living from
prospecting for gold. Again most
of the people in the park were
looking for gold with one fellow showing us some nice nuggets and another all
the scrap metal he had dug up.
Mon 16th Aug – Laverton to Warburton
Leaving Laverton I headed for the Great Central road happily knowing from a
fellow that had just come down from Uluru that the road was in great shape and
this proved to be the case.
I passed another wide load and although I looked for the rock holes shown on the
map of this route only found one that was obvious and it was right on the side of
the road.
As I was traveling faster than planned due to the excellent road conditions I
made good time and stopped off at Warburton for the night in their tidy camping
area. It has basic but good amenities and this aboriginal community as most are
is alcohol free.
Tue 17th Aug – Warburton to Yulara
Leaving Warburton I stopped off at a
rest stop and came across a group
of disabled people who had been
involved in motorbike accidents and
their supporters. They were traveling
in OKA’s to the sites of their
motorbike accidents around the
outback.
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The road was still in good nic and I arrived at Giles and took the opportunity to
look over the weather station. The museum has a number of original Len Beadell
cartoon’s mounted on the wall as drawing cartoons was another of Len's
passions. I also stopped off at the Giles road intersection to look at one of his
plaques.
The scenery around Docker River was magnificent however the road deteriorates
on the NT side of the border so I had to slow down.
I stopped off to look at Lassiter's Cave but didn’t find the fabled gold reef he was
supposed to have discovered.
The weather was not looking good as I
approached Yulara and there was a
weather warning current so I decided a
bit of luxury was in order and booked
into the hotel for the night.
Wed 18th Aug – Yulara to Coober
Pedy
Leaving Yulara early I hotfooted it for
Coober Pedy on the bitumen wanting to
beat the weather and be back in Sydney to vote in the Saturday federal election.
There were some colourful shrubs in mauve and yellow flowering on the Lassiter
Highway that had made good use of the recent rainfall.
On stopping off at Erldunda I found a mobile polling booth in place and voted
there making the task of getting to Sydney by Saturday not so critical.
Hitting the Stuart Highway the speed limit was 130kph and I put some quick K’s
under me till the SA border.
Continuing on with a strong wind blowing and bad weather on the way I booked
an overnight van at Coober Pedy from the Marla Roadhouse. I arrived in Coober
Pedy and booked into the caravan park for the night.
Thu 19th Oct – Coober Pedy to Burra
The weather cleared overnight and I continued south down the Stuart Highway to
Port Augusta where I had a late lunch at the fish and chip shop. Moving on I
headed for Burra and booked a hotel room at the Burra Hotel en-route as the
weather started closing in again. The rooms in the old hotel were of the style with
high ceilings and there was a shared bathroom. The double bed was comfortable
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and the cost pretty good. I had dinner at the pub and was joined for dinner by a
couple staying in the caravan park in their camper trailer.
Fri 20th Oct – Burra to Hay
The weather had cleared again as I headed for Hay along the Murray River
taking a detour via the Overlander Hotel however it wasn't open. Continuing on I
passed through Mildura and Balranald and stopped off at Hay.
On the road into Hay I came
across a B double that had run
off the road and was bogged to
the axles. It had been there all
day and despite the efforts of a
large tow truck was still stuck
fast.
Sat 21st Oct – Hay to Sydney
Leaving Hay I made good time
through Narrandera,
Cootamundra, Yass and Goulburn and was back home in Sydney late afternoon.
Epilogue
This is another trip that is a must do over some iconic tracks although they are
more the journey than the destination. The WA deserts are spectacular and offer
a wide range of amazing geological formations.
This trip covered around 16,000KM at an average fuel consumption of
13.8L/100KM in the 2005 TD 100 Auto Landcruiser. Almost new BFG KM2 mud
tyres had been fitted to the vehicle and performed well although a little noisier
than the previous pattern. Tyre pressures on the dirt roads were dropped to
25psi.
Damage sustained was:
• Bolts shaken loose from the bash plate.
• Broken battery clamp.
• Front side lights fell out.
• Staked tyre.
• Diesel injector piping leaking.
• Cracked transfer case filler neck.
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If you are interested in my past trips, journals and photos they are available here:
http://richardw.redbubble.com/
• Coober Pedy Escapade 2010
• Back to the Outback2009
• Cape York Caper 2009
• Flinders Ranges and Central Australia 2009
• Victorian High Country 2009
• Bourke Outback Trek 2008 - Port Augusta, SA
• Central Qld, North NT & WA 2008
• Bourke Outback Trek 2007 - Karumba, Qld
• Southern and Western WA 2007
• South East Forests of NSW 2006
• Cape York 2006
• Simpson Desert to Cameron's Corner 2005
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